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This year, our KY NEED Project was focused on Energy Saving

Tools that we could take into our home and use. We learned

about how to make our families bills lower by saving money on

energy efficient products and also making them aware. For

example, we took a Home Survey to see how much money and non

energy saving appliances were in our home. We totaled up the

score and then compared at the end of the project to see if we

were saving money and if our total had gone down. 

 

Our goal was to focus on our family this year since COVID has

made an increase in families bills due to more families working

at home and students being virtual. We also wanted to bring

awareness to our peers by teaching a lesson with Ms. Parrott

on Non-Renewable and Renewable energy. Then we made a

commercial break for teachers to show our classmates talking

about energy saving tips and facts. Last, Mr. Tyler Cvitkovic

came to our school to show us what an Energy Audit would look

like at a school along with showing us how to be Auditors and

go into the classroom to use the materials to test Wattage, Air

Flow, Windows, Light Types, and Temperature. This allowed us

to see what was costing our school the most money and how we

could help the school system keep cost down all by changing

the type of light bulbs.  



OUR GOALS 

GOAL 1:
 

Improving our 
families Energy 

Use at home 

GOAL 2:
 

Our Families 
Improved Our 

Household 
Rating

Goal 3:

OUR FAMILIES 

are aware

 of how to save/conserve

 energy in our home

Goal 4:

To make our 

peers aware of the

importance of

conserving energy



Non Renewable & Renewable

 
We did a fun interactive lesson with

our peers teaching them  about the

different Renewable and Non

Renewable reSourses in the United

States. 



Leadership Team
Presentation 
in Classes

We presented to our classmates about what we have

learned by the KY NEED Program. We then gave them a

fun activity to do at home provided by the KY NEED

Website.  We also made a flyer to send home to each

family. 



Energy Saving
Commercial 

We made a commercial showcasing the

importance of saving energy in the home and

school
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Renewable and
Non-Renewable
Energy  

We worked with Ms. Karen to learn about non

renewable and renewable energy. We did an activity to

show the effect of non renewable in our town. The

M&Ms were the renewable energy and the jelly beans

were the non renewable energy.

This was our Favorite Activity!!! It was fun and meaningful.



Making a Circuit 

Ms. Karen taught us how to make a Circuit to be

able to make a light for our house that we

made.  With this, we looked at different light

bulbs that were more energy efficienct for our

homes and school. When Mr. Tyler came to our

school, he showed us how to cut our Electricity

Bill in HALF!! This was all by just switching the

type of light bulb. We also learned that even if

the light bulb is not working (needs to be

replaced) it is still using electricty. 



Virtual Meeting about Tools Used

 to Test Energy at school and home



Virtual Meetings were
definitely hard due to our
distractions at home and

internet issues both at home
and school! We are so

thankful Ms. Karen was
patient and kind when teaching

us. 

Virtual Meetings due to COVID 19 and  our school on Virtual Learning 



School Energy Audit 
Mr. Tyler Cvitkovic came to our school to go through what

an actual school Audit would look like. We were able to use

tools to check the windows, water temperature, Wattage,

and Lights in our classrooms/Library/Gym/Boiler Room.



Our Energy HOuses

We made Energy Efficient Houses with lighting, insulation,

windows, doors, appropriate coverings to block out the air from

getting in through the windows and decorated it with

landscaping.

dresser with night light

Porch light and light from the dresser shinning through the window

Outside light, landscaping, and insulated windows



Energy Saving

 In Our Homes



My child has overly enjoyed the

NEEDS Program this school year. It

has been a great tool to have

family time to talk about our

appliances, do the home survey,

and work on ways to conserve

energy as a whole. 

Lori King, 

Parent

The GEAR UP Leadership students have

made their peers aware of the cost it

takes to leave Chromebook plugged in,

phone chargers always plugged in, and

lights on. Hearing them talk about the

ways to save energy has made me more

efficient at home. We are also looking

at ways to conserve Energy for

Football (Lights/Water/etc)

GJ Wooldridge, 

NMS COACH/Assistant

My Husband is a Home Inspector and

has had to learn alot about how to

help families become Energy

Efficiant. It has been neat to see

Madeline going around our house to

make sure we are saving as much as

we can on our bills. She has even got

her brother trying to save energy!

Jennifer Butcher, 

Parent and Counselor

Comments
from Families

and Staff


